[PET and malignant cerebral tumors].
Normal biodistribution of FDG includes intense physiologic uptake in the brain, which consumes glucose. The high background therefore makes it difficult to detect the foci taking up glucose, which correspond to malignant lesions. FDG PET is nevertheless clinically useful for detecting high-grade gliomas, cerebral lymphomas and, in some cases, unexpected brain metastases in whole-body PET examinations. As an adjunct to CT and MRI, FDG-PET can make stereotactic radiosurgery more precise in targeting primary or secondary brain cancers and can differentiate necrotic fibrosis from viable cancer tissue during follow-up in cases of abnormal or equivocal MRI results. When available, methionine-(11C) PET delineates low grade gliomas accurately. Several fluorine (18F)-labeled radiopharmaceuticals have been proposed in this setting, with FET and FDOPA apparently the most effective. Four original clinical cases illustrating performances of FET and FDOPA PET in this setting are presented.